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WITNESS STATEMENT
Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b
Statement of: APTER,STEPHEN
Age if under 18: Over 18 (if over 18 insert'over 18')

Occupation:

This statement(consisting of9 page(s) each signed by me)is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully
stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.
Signature: STEPHEN AFTER
Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded 0

Date: 09/02/2018
(supply witness details on rear)

I have been asked to make a statement in relation to my involvement in the fire at Grenfell Tower on
14thJune 2017. I was spoken to on digital media by DC Kath WATSON and DC Lou JONES at Union
Street, London Fire Brigade(LFB)Headquarters. I understand that this statement is a full version of what
was said. During the conversation I referred to a number of documents, these I exhibit as follows:

A printed document of my job description- SLA/1
Commissioners Group Meeting minutes x4 -SLA/2
A photograph ofa Command Unit(CU)- SLA/3
A map of Grenfell Tower and surrounding streets- SLA/4
LFB map of Grenfell Tower and surrounding area- SLA/5
LFB Strategic Response Arrangements(Gold Command)- SLA/6

I was supported throughout the statement taking process by Gary REASON.

My service consists of me being part ofthe London Fire Brigade for just over a year. I joined on the 1st
December 2016 replacing the now Commissioner Dany COTTON as Director of Safety and Assurance. A
comparable role to this in another service would be the Deputy Commissioner. In total I have been in the
Fire Service for nearly 28 years. In the early part of my service I was in the Isle of Wight. I was a retained
Fire Fighter, which means it was not my full time occupation. It is a bit like being a Special in the Police.
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I would carry a pager and then respond accordingly. Ten months later I became a full time Fire Fighter
and remained within the Isle of Wight for 25 years. In 20111 became the Chief Fire Officer and Director
as part of the Local Authority, and then in 2015 I became a Director and Assistant Chief of the joint
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Fire Service. The two services entered a strategic partnership with a shared
senior command team. I also completed a period oftime as the Deputy ChiefFire Officer in East Sussex
Fire Service on secondment.

In 2014 financial challenges were being faced by the Local Authorities(LA's)so we ended up entering
into a strategic partnership with Hampshire Fire Service. They were effectively still two separate
organisations but they were led by a single team. I applied for Hampshire Fire Service and was appointed
the Assistant ChiefFire Officer. I was the Director which I started in April 2015. It was just after this I
applied for the Director Job in London Fire Brigade. This would be about June/July time. As I said earlier
Dany COTTON was successful in achieving the role. A Secondment opportunity arose due to the
Leadership Team having difficulties in East Sussex. This was the right thing for me at right time. The job
was a good leadership challenge and I had a good time there. I came back in June 2016 to Hampshire Fire
Service and ifI am honest, I made some career choices that summer. I had some pension considerations
and career changes to decide upon. In September I texted Dany COTTON to congratulate her on the
success of her achieving her job as the new LFB Commissioner and she phoned me. She offered me a job
in London but I initially said no. We had a further conversation; I liked the proposal she was making, so I
took the job. I initially came to London on secondment but was made substantive on 1' April 2017.

I am currently employed within the LFB as the Director of Safety and Assurance. The main purpose of
my job is to plan, direct and deliver the Corporate Operational Resilience, Procedural Guidance and
training to maximise effectiveness, as well as meeting the Human Resources Development and Health
and Safety needs ofthe Authority. It is to ensure the continual improvement in efficiency, performance
and compliance within regulations and the law. To play a full leadership role within the Authority as a
member ofthe Corporate Management Board and to act as the Board's chief adviser on health and safety.

Most of my career was Operational and Training before taking promotion. I am substantive in my current
role but it is a continual development and changing role. I am principally the Strategic Lead for Health
and Safety, Operational Policy, Technical Urban Search and Rescue(USAR)capabilities, Operation
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Resilience including Special Operations Group, Counter Terrorism(CT)capabilities, where we support
Metropolitan Police and others, London Resilience Group for Pan London, Boroughs and City. LFB acts
as the Secretariat which is coordinated through the LFB. The Operational Review Team(ORT)looks at
Standards and Professionalism- which is how we as an organisation can learn from incidents and improve
but also focuses on the Incident Commanders(IC), which is fed back into our training.

Our development training is outsourced with Babcock's. They provide all Training and development.
Since I started my directorate now includes Strategy and Inclusion covering Risk Management Plans as
well Inclusion Strategy and National Operational Guidance.

That's my corporate role. From a Command perspective I work with Commissioner Dany COTTON and
Director of Operations Tom GEORGE where we operate a rota to provide that Strategic Command. I am
not the Gold Commander at incidents; I am in an oversight monitoring role. I would also chair the
Commissioners Group meetings.

In relation to my training 1 did not have many high rise(BR)buildings on the Isle of Wight, at least not
on the scale of London. We still had high rise procedures taught as part of our Core Progress Command
training and I still needed to know the policies and procedures. My Operational experience dealing with
high rise incidents is limited but my training less so. When I was involved in the Partnership with
Hampshire Fire Service I gained significantly more experience. I was involved in the mutual and
resilience arrangements for Shirley Towers where two fire-fighters lost their lives.

The Command Team's initial training courses are held with Babcock and the Fire Service College. We
then have the ORT who monitor, coach, mentor and support officers. The Borough Commanders monitor
the training, practise and then sign the officers of as competent at the level needed as per the National
Operational Guidance. Training varies and can be everything from a presentation by a Fire-Fighter or
Crew Manager(CM)going through case studies and what have we learnt right through to practical
exercises and operational reviews. The training is structured but has the flexibility to fit the risks on that
Borough.

At my level I do not get mobilised as the first pump to an incident. For me, what I need to understand is
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the policies, resourcing and politics. My role is about resourcing not who is first in. I concentrate more on
policy and prioritising resourcing. I deal with CT as well. We now have the National Fire Chief's Counsel
(NFCC)formed which mirrors the NPCC National Policing Counsel. My National role is Chemical,
Biological, radiological, Nuclear and explosives lead officer(CBRNe)I am the Deputy Strategic CT Lead
for the Fire Service. I might not have mobilised to many High Rise incidents but I do understand how
High Rise accessibility is a problem, I know how a fire behaves, how it should behave, how buildings
should behave, I know about fire behaviour and how gas behaves, from these I form a risk assessment.
I had no prior knowledge of Grenfell Tower and I have never been before the night ofthe fire.

On the 14th June 2017 I was not on call because I was not the Duty Brigade Manager that night. The Duty
Brigade Manager(DBM)was the Commissioner, Dany COTTON. Whenever I have to work late, have
early starts or I am on call I stay at Fulham Fire Station. Dany COTTON and I were due to go to
Liverpool for a National Fire Chief's Meeting early the following morning so I stayed in London.
Director of Operations Tom GEORGE was away on holiday. Due to the fact I was not DBM that night I
put my phone on vibrate. I woke up at about 2.10-2.30am because I could hear the phone vibrating. I had
a call from Commissioners Staff Officer Keeley FOSTER saying something like,"Steve we have been
trying to get hold of you. We have a 40 pump fire." To give a comparison we have twelve pumps in the
Isle of Wight. I thought Keeley FOSTER meant fourteen but she confirmed it was forty. I was informed
that Commissioner Dany COTTON was on her way to the incident and I was requested to come into
Headquarters(HQ)and organise the Strategic Response Arrangement(SRA). I have previous experience
ofthese because I organised this on the Westminster Bridge terrorist attack. I end the call. I had no car
due to my Staff Officer(SO)not being on call so Director of Operations Tom GEORGE's staff officer
Group Manager Rob DAVIES assisted. Rob collected me within ten minutes. I remember asking him,
"What have we got?" He said,"A flat fire." I said "a 40 pump flat fire?!" At this point our situational
awareness was very limited. Rob and I arrived at HQ and we were the first ones there. We went to the
Commissioner's room which has three screens; one has Sky news/BBC news, the second is the NPAS
helicopter camera (heli-teli), and the third are the messages from incident.

Rob and 1 got a cup oftea and turned the TV on. My first thought was the news was showing the Dubai
fire. Then I said,"Fuck me, that's not our fire is it?" Rob said,"No, no, no." Then the hell-tell came on
and when I saw the images I thought was 'it the meshing on fire'. Buildings are designed round
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compartmentation. Fire can maybe jump a floor but this building was on fire on every level. I was
thinking,'Is this terrorist related?' I had made a few phone calls on my way to HQ.I had a conversation
with Dany COTTON who said,"This is really bad Steve." I knew we were dealing with something huge.

People began arriving at HQ. The key people round the table would ideally be the Gold Commanders,
Specialist Business Continuity, Nibo - Interagency Liaison Officer but not everyone arrived at the same
time. I chaired the Commissioners Group because the Duty Assistant Commissioner Andy ROE was at
the incident. AC Richard MILLS was Deputy Commissioner 2 who was on his way in. I had initially
asked Assistant Commissioner Dan DALEY to operate as the DBM due to my appointment in Liverpool
but once I realised this was not going to be the case Dan DALEY acted as my deputy and was a great
support.

The Commissioners Group Meeting was effectively establishing what the situation was at that point.
Present were Dan DALEY,Richard MILLS, Rob DAVIES and a couple of the Duty Business Continuity
Team Nic McCALLUM and Dave YATES. Nick NEWMAN also arrived(my staff officer). We
ascertained the mobilising centre was actually testing its fall back, so the first question I asked was
whether the Brigade Command Centre at Stratford was happy there or wanting to relocate. They
confirmed they were happy in Stratford as they were fully set up. They remained in situ. My strategic
priorities now were to consider what the rest ofLondon looked like. All the LFB were going to this
incident so I had to see how the next 24/48 hours would be covered. I also considered what the resilience
ofthe organisation was like; what our communications were like; our business continuity. I formed my
priorities but needed more information from the incident ground. It was fluid and as people arrived we
received more information. Dany COTTON phoned me and the incident sounded traumatic and horrific.

Over the next couple of hours, we dealt with political aspect. Fiona TYCROSs,Dany COTTON's
political boss was spoken to where we shared the information at that time. She said to not call her again
unless had we had time because she was aware ofthe pressure we were under. John Paul GRAHAM our
Business Continuity and Planning Gold was also contacted at one point but he had personal circumstances
to deal with.

We now knew a Major Incident had been declared. We had asked whether we had a Gold Commander
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stood up yet. We did not so AC Richard MILLS was delegated as Gold. We had also established the fire
was in an occupied tower block. We had to look at the infrastructure long term and consider Disaster
Victim Identification Teams(DVI)and a casualty bureau. The first Commissioners Group Meeting
(CGM)was formally done at 0530hrs and this was recorded.

AC Richard MILLS went to represent Fire as Gold Commander. In hindsight I feel I could have given
him more clarity and I felt I left him there too long but that is a reflection for me.

Our situational awareness improved; we now knew we were dealing with a high rise fire of23 floors;
floors 2-23rd were alight; a large number ofFire Survival Guidance(FSG)were being taken by Control, a
major incident had been declared; we had 40 pumps at the fire; a large number of casualties were
involved; 30 casualties had been conveyed to hospital; Metropolitan Police, Fire, LAS and Local
Authority had a communications group and there were electrical substation risks. I continued looking at
the infrastructure to support decision making. AC ROE continued to be the IC at the scene with
Commissioner Dany COTTON was the Monitoring Officer.

I contacted Dany COTTON and offered support at the scene. I asked whether she needed a 'Talking
Head'. This is someone to front up the media from the LFB. Dany COTTON didn't want this as she was
already working on a media strategy. AC Dan DALEY drafted an elected member's note and emailed it
to them in order to stop people from phoning into the incident. The Fire Brigades Union had been spoken
to and an agreement was made that contact would be through the LFB Press Officer; this would prevent
self-deployment.

The LFB has a Strategic Reserve which holds a number of appliances that are only available for really life
critical incidents. These are detached from daily use. I was in the process oflooking at cancelling the
Strategic Reserve in order that we had everything available we needed for the coming day shift. There
was someone also looking at what Officers were available, which Officers were on leave and whether I
was cancelling that. It must have been about 6am when we had a better handle on the incident.

At 5am Dave NORRIS,Home Office Duty Officer contacted me. He stated he had been given my number
for an update. I think Dany COTTON had given him this. Everyone was calling for information. I
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remember telling DANY to turn her phone off or give it to staff officer because she was dealing with the
incident and couldn't then be dealing with the calls as well. I needed to limit the number of people's thirst
for information so I could manage it and keep in under control. My span of control for communications
was now- Commissioner Dany COTTON,the Home Office Duty Officer Dave NORRIS,the Police and
Fire Minister advisor(who was on his first day in Office), the National Fire Chief Council Roy
WILSHER and the Union. Other Fires Services were also calling and offering assistance. Some ofthis
was really useful and some not so much. The German Fire Service(FS)offered us a giant crane. Through
Rob DAVIS I captured the good offers of help, for example West Midlands FS have great welfare
arrangement so we used that. Kent FS offered us the use oftheir drone, and we accepted that. We can also
call on mutual aid if needed. We had a conversation about whether Kent's USAR team went into Grenfell
Tower to assist whilst we used our USAR Team to cover the rest ofLondon. It was decided this would
flip over due to our USAR Team being so ensconced in the incident. We asked Kent to cover any other
incidents in London that required a USAR Team.

At 0930-0935hrs I received a call from the Home Office. Nick HURD MP and his advisors where
present, we had a conversation. He was saying it was appalling what he was seeing. He asked ifthere was
anything they can do to help. I advised that it was really early in the incident at this stage but requested
they did not close the offer off. I suggested he came to incident. His advisors felt he would get in the way
but I thought the visibility would go down well and he agreed. That paid dividends to him and his
advisors. I informed Dany Cotton ofthis proposed visit.

I chaired another Commissioners meeting at 0720hrs(which were being held roughly every 2 hours). The
decisions made in this are all recorded on the minutes. We confirmed things from the Incident Ground
(IG)and I decided I would attend the incident. My rationale for this was:

1. I wanted to manage minister visit at midday. I was keen that this would not become `Grenfell Tower
tours' at the site so I would manage the visits. I had also heard the Mayor would visit and then maybe
Jeremy CORBYN.

2. Commissioner Dany COTTON had been in a very traumatic place for many hours. AC Dominic ELLIS
was going to be replacing AC Andy ROE but the Commissioner doesn't get relieved. I wanted to take the
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pressure off. We also had to think about how we would be working over the next few days as Tom
GEORGE was still off.

3. I wanted my own situational awareness to assist in my briefings to other people on what 1 had seen.

I went to the Incident Ground (IG)at 10am with Staff Officer Rob DAVIES. We arrived on site shortly
afterwards, we parked in Freston Road and got our fire kits on. We then walked round to Whitchurch
Road and then into Grenfell Road. My first real sight of Grenfell Tower was as we came round
Whitchurch Road. I saw the top ofthe tower. The top 8-10 floors were covered in a dark smoke. I knew
from this that those floors were still well alight. If the smoke had been white a whispy then this would
mean to me that there was water on the fire; this was dark, carbonaceous, thick and pumping out under
pressure. It had a lot of energy and had travelled right to the top ofthe Tower. The whole thing was well
alight. This shouldn't happen. It cannot happen. I kept asking myself,'How has that happened? How has
the fire jumped and is now fully developed right the way through?' By now it was daylight and I had
good visibility ofthe fire.

Rob DAVIES and I attended the Command Unit. Initially we went to the FSG CU (7); because they were
really busy we did not go into CU7. We went round to the IC CU on Bomore Road. We handed in our
tally board to say we were on scene. AC Roe was on this CU,saw me and waved. Dany COTTON met
me at the CU and I effectively supported her for a time. We walked through the incident from Bomore
Road, along the walkway and passed Leisure Centre. We passed numerous FF's resting on the green at
the front. Dany and I had an 'are you ok' chat and a brief. We were acutely aware that we had not seen
anything like this. No one has. Ijust kept thinking this shouldn't have happened. I kept checking if Dany
was ok. This had been a tough shift for her. We walked towards Lancaster Road and had a welfare
moment. There had been moments when we thought we would lose a FF. We had made some difficult
decisions and had 106 FF in the Tower. Our principles are'we will risk our lives a lot for a saveable life',
that is our mantra but this was real. We question,'Have we still got saveable life?' Ifthe answer is yesthen we risk our lives and carry on.

I then managed the Minister, Nick HURD's, visit who attended with a couple of his Advisors. SO Rob
DAVIES met him at the cordon at the Treadgold area and brought him to the CU. We all introduced
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ourselves and then he looked in the CU. We spent a few minutes explaining the working practises ofthe
CU. Mr HURD admitted he had never been to a fire. We then walked on the IG. We went round by the
Leisure Centre and he got the same impact we had had. He just stopped in his steps and what struck him
was the sea ofFF's in their red t-shirts on the Green outside the front ofthe Tower. He said he had never
seen anything like this. He re-confirmed if we needed anything from Government all we had to do was
ask. The Commissioner discussed the welfare ofthe FF's and he asked 'where do you start?' The
Minister asked to meet some ofthe FF's and ended up staying longer than he should. We went to the
West side ofthe Tower where the upper floors from 12/13th still had flames issuing. The rest ofthe Tower
was really dense smoke. FF's were still going in and he was just watching them going in under the Police
riot shields. There was not much conversation going on at this point. Debris was still coming down,
products ofcombustion and cladding. He didn't go into the Tower. He handed out some bottles of water
to the FF's and concluded his visit. He was there longer than 30 minutes.

I have to say at this point that the idea to use the Police riot shields had been a brilliant one. Apparently
there had been a bit of unrest earlier on in the incident, hence the TSG were there. I do not know who
made the call but I think it came from an Officer on the IG and not us.

After Nick HURD left I remained at the scene with Dany COTTON. She, Rob DAVIES, Keeley
FOSTER and I went into tower because we wanted an understanding of what the crews were dealing
with. We went under the shields via the West entrance. The main entrance to the Tower had been
compromised early on so the one on the West side had been created. We entered into a smaller area like a
kitchen, through a doorway and entered the main entrance lobby area. There was a lot of water and debris.
The glass had been smashed to gain entry. We went to the staircase on the left hand side; the conditions at
this stage were quite comfortable and smoke free so no Breathing Apparatus(BA)was used by us at all.
We walked up to the next level which was the mezzanine floor and saw more activity and operations.
There were also a few more FF's. We found the main staircase and went to the Bridge Head(BH)which I
believe was on the first floor. We saw the writing ofinformation on the walls and the resource lists etc.
Then we went up the staircase; water was still coming down it. This water was cold at the bottom but it
got hotter the higher we went. I didn't go into any ofthe flats at this stage. Dany COTTON was meeting
some ofthe crews and Commanders. I was trying to get the bearings on the flats and I was asking where
the other stairwell was. I could not believe that was the only one stairwell.
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If you look at that stairwell there were hoses, of which the management was fantastic, the FF's were
moving through the stairwell as well but that was all you had room for. A FF in BA kit and carrying a
hose would struggle to get passed anyone else in there. I really had to empathise with the conditions our
FF's had been in. I carried on and met GM Pat GOULBOURNE,I could see how they were using the
flats with Extended Duration Breathing Apparatus(EDBA)crews in; I had seen information on the walls;
there were still bodies in situ; I could see how compromised that stairwell had been; where the smoke
layer had travelled right to the bottom which would have been really carbon rich and dark. The smoke
goes up and then comes down. The hotter it gets it behaves in different ways. It's like a tidal mark on the
walls of where it has reached. This mark was all the way to the bottom and on every floor in the stairwell.
The staircase really bothers me. The fact there was only one really bothers me. Ijust couldn't believe that
was it.

There was a larger lady covered with a sheet who had been on the stairs when we went up but when we
came down she had been moved. I thought we had reached the 13th floor but since this Keeley FOSTER
assures me we went to 15thfloor. I remember it became uncomfortably hot and decided there was no
more benefit to going any higher and getting in the way. When we got back down and came out I bumped
into FF Stuart McDONALD who I trained with on the Isle of Wight. I had also seen a FF I knew called
Dave WATTS. I had trained him in the Isle of Wight as well. He was sat on a small low level brick wall
with his set still on his back. I went over and I could see in his eyes what he had been dealing with. He
looked shot to pieces, absolutely shot to pieces. I asked if he was ok, and basically he said he couldn't
believe he made it out.

I think my timeline is a little messed up by this point but I'm sure there was now a change ofshifts.

Dany Cotton completed another media section by the Leisure Centre. I remember at about 3.30pm she
tried to start leaving the incident but I believe she didn't get to her car until 6pm. AC Dominic ELLIS had
taken over from AC Andy ROE by now so I took the Monitoring Officer role on. I remained on scene for
a while to support the crews and let them know we were still there. I dealt with the Media whilst I was
there also. AC Richard MILLS was taking over the USAR and recovery phase but was still at Gold
Command at this point.
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I was making sure welfare arrangements were in place for the FF's. This was set up at Paddington FS for
all FF's to go there on relieffrom the scene for an initial screening counselling. This was a fantastic call.
DAC Sabrina COHEN HATTEN and AC Tim CUTBILL(who was on secondment at the Foreign
Commonwealth Office and had been central to the welfare post following Lakanal) were recommended
by AC Dan DALY to go down there with their experience.

I conducted a Media briefing with Stuart CUNDY. Vicki HARDMAN had briefed me on the media,
advising us and we had a discussion about the media strategy and how it would pan out. We were now
declaring the numbers of people involved and this needed to be fact and fact only. We agreed on the
approach we were going to take and set out our position to the Media. Any questions relating to numbers
were handed over to the Police. At this point 65 people had been rescued and FF's had reached the top
floor.

As the incident progressed concerns arose about the stability of Grenfell Tower. We had to ask,'do we
believe there is any saveable life?' This decision was made by IC Dom ELLIS based on all ofthe
information and rationale he was given by other Commanders and what FF'ing crews had witnessed
inside the Tower. Having considered everything a decision was made for a tactical withdrawal. After this
we moved to the recovery phase. I notified Dan DALEY that this decision had been made. AC Richard
Mills became Silver Commander the following day and supported the recovery phase.

Commissioner Dany COTTON had attended another Fire Station and I informed her it was my intention
to pull myself out ofthe incident. I stayed for a while to remain visible and talk to the community. My
brother had phoned me couple oftimes so I called him back. I asked him to call round the family. He told
me that someone from the Isle of Wight had set up the welfare units so I tried to find them but I couldn't.
As I left the incident I had a prayer

SO Rob DAVIES dropped me off back at LFB HQ and he left. I received a call about 1 Opm from the
Minister's Office about conducting a visit. I was a bit confused and told them they must be mistaken
because he has already been. They said no this is the Prime Minister's Office. I organised the Prime
Minister's(PM)visit and arranged this for 9am. I got back to Fulham FS at about 0030hrs.
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Dany COTTON,Keeley FOSTER,Rob DAVIES and I all met at Kensington FS before meeting the PM's
security detail and 0730-8am. I knew you lost sight ofthe Tower near the CU but as I walked by the
Leisure Centre you see the whole scene reveal itself. We made sure any visitors whom we met at CU8
and walked that way. This ensured a full flavour of what we had been dealing with. When the PM arrived
the incident had calmed and was quiet. We went as far as the DVI team at Lancaster Green. She met some
ofthe crews and then concluded her visit. Literally an hour to an hour and a half later Jeremy CORBYN
came down. The wind had increased and we had still had debris falling offthe building so he went
through the Leisure Centre to the DVI team but no further. The Union dealt with Jeremy CORBYN's
visit. I believe Greg HANDS came after that.

Both Dany COTTON and I were really exhausted. We had Friday, Saturday and Sunday to cover on call
which I told Dany I would cover. On Thursday evening Dany said we were at the USAR stage so I went
home to the Isle of Wight on Thursday about 7pm,I saw my family and then came back 3am the next
day. Monday night I had first public meeting which was a most traumatic and harrowing experience. That
was my last involvement with Grenfell Tower until I went back three weeks later with Dany COTTON.
This was more about closure for us than anything else.

To clarify a few points - LFB has got 9 CU's. Main CU is where the IC is with their Command Support
Team. I have given DC Lou Jones a CU picture(SLA/3)for reference. These would contain white boards,
seating areas, computers/monitors which run the command software. This shows where the resources are,
the decisions made, everything is captured and recorded. Briefings can take place on these units and tasks
given out. Each CU is identical but can have different roles. One could be a meeting room which is quiet.
Other may be for water supplies and the logistics of dealing with that. Another CU would be used for the
RVP's. They are not pre designated and they fit what the incident requires. The numbers ofthe CU's i.e.
CU7/CU8 relate to the vehicle and not the incident. The first CU on scene is normally be the IC vehicle
and this would take over from the IC pump. The IC Pump would have been the first appliance on the
scene.

IfI had to evaluate what should or could have been in place to assist the FF's with this incident. I would
say there should have been more than one staircase or means of escape. Sprinklers may have assisted
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because they're proven to suppress fires in their early stages. We had all the resources we needed really,
God forbid this happens anywhere else. High reach Aerials appliance I believe are a red herring because
the building is designed to repel water so they are not going to put the fire out as the water runs off the
building. Our communications are always difficult. We have a project in place already to replace the BA
radio sets. We had already recognised the limitations of radios so these changes are not due to Grenfell
Tower. The use ofDrones for assessing the stability ofthe building was brilliant and this should be new
technology going forward.

As far as the BA sets go,the kit can last for 3 hours but it's our own physical capabilities that restrict it.
The FF's did some really heroic and brave stuff but something compromised that building's integrity. We
assume other professions do their jobs properly. The stairwell is supposed to be a safe route out. Fires do
notjump from flat to flat to flat. This was an unprecedented incident, but it's not now. It's out there and
could it happen again. That compartment should have withstood the fire for an amount oftime, but it
didn't. How we didn't lose any FF's that night and only lost 71 people I don't know. The wrapping on
that building was even setting fire to our appliances and burning through our hoses.

Other things that did not help were the Dry Rising Main(DRM)which I believe it became compromised.
There were issues with gas mains and isolation of it. The Gas Company had to dig up the road. The gas
supply is normally isolated from an accessible point outside but it is different buildings - different
isolations. I believe Grenfell Towers isolation was in the substation but we couldn't access it.

We have a 'Stay put' policy and this is a sound principle based on the building's design and construction.
Ifthe building has been designed, constructed and maintained correctly it will withstand the fire. We
learnt lessons from Lakanal but if you are in unfortunate position where there is a fire present, then that
fire should, and generally does, remain in that room or flat. It then remains contained to give everyone
warning or time to call LFB and we come and put it out. Whilst it may seem counter-intuitive, you are
safer and you don't compromise the FF'ing. If a building behaves in a different way,then we make
decisions and reassess the Stay put policy as we go. At Grenfell Tower the decision had been changed to
evacuate but the rationale is absolutely sound and stay put is still a sound policy.

My final thing is about the fire. This was on the South side/West side. I kept thinking this is a 9/11. That
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is all I could think about. I knew about the bodies falling. I knew this couldn't just be a flat fire but you
try to rationalise it. I have had years of fire behaviour instruction and attended many fires, I understand
how they spread but this defied everything I knew because fires shouldn't do that. The whole Tower,
apart from a couple oflower floors, was a light. It was like someone had poured petrol from the top, down
the building and torched it. It was a fully developed fire throughout the entire building. The concrete
compartments are meant and are designed to withstand a significant fire but this was just disbelief It
cannot happen in this Country. Our standards, our construction is better in this Country. Hundreds of
people die abroad but our standards ofconstruction and fire safety standards are better. How could this
have happened? Of course it shouldn't have happened but I never thought it COULD happen.
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